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1. [Reception: fair/very poor]
2. 1. highlights.
3. 2. Russian speaker on economic reform. (1 min)
4. 3. Austria, Russia sign aid agreement. (und min)
5. 4. Russian formin to visit republics. (und min)
6. 5. Shevardnadze appeals for aid to CIS. (und min)
7. 6. 2-day meeting on Dniestr issue ends. (1 min)
8. 7. NATO, CIS brass meet in Brussels. (und min)
9. 8. Chechen to probe coup attempt. (und min)
10. 9. New French premier named. (und min)
11. 10. DPRK to observe nuclear accords. (1 min)
12. 11. Japan urges creation of bank to handle CIS aid. (und min)
13. 12. PRC, Australia sign cultural pact. (und min)
14. 13. Dutch experts to leave Indonesia. (und min)
15. 14. Air show to be staged near Moscow. (und min)
16. 15. RPT highlights.
17. 16. Good evening, China:
18. a. Kurov on meeting on Dniestr issue, stressing need for solving conflict
   by political means. (4 min)
19. b. Solovyev on meeting of NATO, CIS defense ministers in Brussels,
   reviews issues discussed. (5 min)
20. c. Report on cultural relics near Moscow. (6 min)
21. d. CIS news briefs. (4.5 min)
22. e. Report on Moscow's plans to improve hotel business. (3 min)
23. f. Report on economic weekly article on UFOs. (4 min)
24. g. Music. (17 min) 021200
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